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      Wallcoverings
      Solutions to achieve your vision - from simple & classic to engaging & innovative
   

   
       
   
   
      Digital
      Create your own digital design, or scale & recolor an existing offering
   

   
       
   
   
      Walltalkers
      Dry-erase & tackable surfaces for brainstorming & collaboration
   

   
       
   
   
      Specialty
      Wood, decorative film, textile wallcoverings, & more
   

   
       
   
   
      Wall Protection
      Maintain the beauty and style of a space for years to come
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Brainstorm, design, collaborate, create: WALLTALKERS surfaces make it easy to express your design vision. Walltalkers offers a virtually seamless solution for writable and tackable surface-scapes -- from wall-to-wall and from floor-to-ceiling. Walltalkers has multiple writable, projectable, magnetic, and tackable surfaces to engage and inspire users to unleash their best, most innovative ideas. 









  
  

	High Gloss
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	2x2 Grid
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	Writable
	Projectable
	Magnetic
	Tackable




	48 in (1219 mm)
	50 in (1270 mm)
	54 in (1372 mm)
	59 in (1499 mm)
	60 in (1524 mm)
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            Welcome to the newly improved Koroseal website!

            We've made it easier to find the products and samples you need. Start with "products" in the main navigation and dive into any category you'd like or start with a search below.

           If you need further assistance, call 855-753-5474.
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            Examples

            Pattern #: LUZ1-11

              Pattern Name: Luzon

              Color: Blue

              Brand: Walltalkers

              Designer: Patty Madden

              Pattern Style: Geometric

         

         

      

   







    
    







  
  
  

